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The Structure of Supercoiled Intermediates
in DNA Replication
During DNA replication, the H bonds between the
complementary single strands are broken by helicases
(reviewed in Lohman and Bjornson, 1996). This reduces
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Lk0 but leaves Lk unchanged. Lk is an invariant that can*Department of Molecular and Cell Biology
only be changed in cells via the breakage and reunionUniversity of California
of DNA by topoisomerases (Wang, 1996). Therefore, theBerkeley, California 94720
unwinding of DNA by helicases causes compensatory²Molecular Biology Program
overwinding, or (1) DLk, which must be removed bySloan-Kettering Institute
topoisomerases (Wang and Liu, 1990). If the rates ofMemorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center
unwinding by helicases and unlinking by topoisomer-New York, New York 10021
ases are not closely matched, then the DNA will be put
under increased mechanical strain and replication will
stall. During replication,Lk must be reduced rapidly from
Summary a high value (about 4 3 105 in Escherichia coli) to exactly
zero (Ullsperger et al., 1995).However, the relevant topo-
We studied the structure of replication intermediates isomerases are not very fast at unlinking; their turnover
accumulated by Tus-induced arrest of plasmid DNA rate is of the order of s21 (Maxwell and Gellert, 1984;
replication at termination sites. For intermediates gen- Ullsperger and Cozzarelli, 1996). To sustain the rate of
erated both in vitro with purified components and in 102 DLk/s required by the rate of fork movement in E.
vivo, superhelical stress is distributed throughout the coli (O'Donnell, 1992), many topoisomerases must act
entire partially replicated molecule; daughter DNA simultaneously during replication.
segments are wound around each other, and the un- How do topoisomerases reduce DLk during replica-
tion? The prevailing view has been that topoisomerasesreplicated region is supercoiled. Thus, unlinking of pa-
act on (1) DLk that builds up ahead of the fork as heli-rental DNA strands by topoisomerases can be carried
cases unwind the parental strands. This scenario, how-out both behind and in front of the replication fork.
ever, cannot explain unlinking as replication approachesWe explain why previous studies with prokaryotic and
the end of a topological domain, where only a shorteukaryotic replication intermediates discerned only
stretch of duplex DNA is left ahead of the fork. Thissupercoiling in the unreplicated portion.
region is too small for many supercoils to accumulate
and also too small to compete with the replicated DNA
for topoisomerase binding. Champoux and Been (1980)Introduction
suggested a resolution to this dilemma. They proposed
that the (1) DLk generated by replication should diffuseThe complementary strands of the DNA double helix
throughout a topological domain so that it is distributedare stably associated by hydrogen bonds between the
both ahead of and behind the replication fork (dia-paired bases and by the right-handed helical twisting
grammed in Figure 1). We call the form of the DLk in theof the strands about each other. While this association
replicated DNA ªprecatenanesº to distinguish it from thehelps to keep the complements from separating inop-
DLk in the unreplicated DNA, which has the form ofportunely and to maintain their sequence register, it
ordinary (1) supercoiled DNA (Ullsperger et al., 1995).complicates processes that require denaturation of the
Precatenanes are so named because if not removed,duplex. The difficulty is particularly severe for DNA repli-
they become catenane intertwinings at the end of repli-cation, which requires a complete unlinking and separa-
cation. The consequences of the Champoux and Beention of the two parental strands.
proposal are: (1) the energy of deformation of DNA from
In this article, we address a topological problem en-
strand separation is minimized by rotation of the replica-
countered by cells during DNA replication, and this is
tion fork and (2) topoisomerases can be positioned ev-
best described in terms of the concept of linking number erywhere along a replicating topological domain.
(Lk). Lk is a quantitative measure of the winding of two Tests of the Champoux and Been proposal have been
strands around each other in closed circular DNA (Bates carried out using replicating DNA from eukaryotes and
and Maxwell, 1993). DLk is defined as the difference prokaryotes, including SV40 and polyoma viruses (Sebring
between Lkand Lk0, the value of Lk for DNA in its relaxed, et al., 1971; Bourgaux and Bourgaux-Ramoisy, 1972) and
most stable form. Therefore, DLk measures the extent Col E1 and R6K plasmids (Fuke and Inselburg, 1972;
that the DNA deviates from its most stable state, and Bastia et al., 1981). As viewed by electron microscopy,
the sign of DLk notes whether the DNA is positively the purified replication intermediates adopted a ªbutter-
supercoiled (overwound) or negatively supercoiled (un- flyº structure (lower left in Figure 1), in which there is
derwound). A length-independent descriptor of the devi- supercoiling of the unreplicated DNA but no precatena-
ation from the relaxed state is the supercoiling density, tion in the replicated regions (the wings of the butterfly).
s, which is DLk divided by Lk0. These results flatly contradict the Champoux and Been
proposal. The butterfly replication intermediates be-
came the standard textbook description (Kornberg and³To whom correspondence should be addressed.
Baker, 1992) and have beenthe major evidence for topo-§Present address: Department of Pharmacology, University of Min-
nesota Medical School, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55401. isomerase unlinking being exclusively ahead of the fork.
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E. coli, oriC, and proceeds bidirectionally toward two
polar termination sites, Ter. When a substrate with Ter
sites in the blocking orientation is replicated in the pres-
ence of the Tus protein, replication fork progression is
arrested at the Ter sites (Khatri et al., 1989; Hiasa and
Marians, 1994b). These partially replicated DNA mole-
cules should have a structure like that of theta-type
replication intermediates and a similar distribution of
DLk across the molecule. To demonstrate the generality
of our results, we extended the analysis to similar par-
tially replicated DNAs formed in vivo.
This approach produced an abundance of model repli-
cation intermediates, homogenous in size, that we ana-
lyzed by agarose gel electrophoresis and electron mi-
croscopy. We demonstrate that the Champoux and
Been model is indeed correct and that the exclusive
finding of butterfly structures in the past is an artifact of
a particular sample preparation procedure for electron
microscopy. The observed distribution of DLk through-
out a replication domain explains how the unwinding of
the double helix can proceed rapidly at all stages of the
replication cycle.Figure 1. Alternative Means of Distributing DLk during DNA Repli-
cation
At the top is diagrammed a DNA molecule midway in replication
from a bidirectional origin (Ori, shown in green). The black lines Results
represent the parental strands, the red lines the newly synthesized
strands, and the arrows at the replication forks the direction of Topoisomers of Replication Intermediates Have
replication. The two lower molecules depict possible replication
Electrophoretic Mobilities Indicativeintermediates after three turns of the DNA have been unwound and
of a Precatenane Conformationreplicated but before topoisomerases have relaxed the resulting (1)
We constructed four different oriC plasmids (Figure 2A,DLk. In the lower left intermediate, the DLk of 13 results in three
(1) supercoils in the unreplicated region. This is sometimes called top), each of which contained two Ter sequences in the
a butterfly form in which the two replicated regions are the wings. blocking orientation. We named the plasmids according
If the superhelical stress can diffuse into the replicated region, a to the relative extents to which they can replicate in the
resulting structure could be the intermediate on the right, in which
presence of Tus. Thus, in pRep83, 83% of the DNA canone of the (1) supercoils in the unreplicated region has transformed
be replicated, and in the remaining plasmids, 73%, 54%,into (1) precatenanes in thereplicated region. Note that eachprecat-
and 36% of the DNA can be replicated. The productsenane node counts for one-half of the Lk of a supercoil in the unrepli-
cated DNA, because each daughter duplex contains only one paren- of replication of these four plasmids are model interme-
tal strand whereas there are two in the unreplicated DNA. As a diates that span most of the replication cycle.
result, both of the lower intermediates have the same DLk. We have We replicated the four substrates in vitro in the pres-
diagrammed the conventional view in that unwinding of the parental
ence and absence of Tus, with DNA gyrase as the onlyduplex by helicase generates directly (1) supercoils in the unrepli-
topoisomerase, and examined the products by gel elec-cated DNA. It is also possible that unwinding of the double helix is
trophoresis. Gyrase supports replication initiation andassociated with a rotation of the replication fork. Then the primary
product of unwinding would be (1) precatenanes, and after diffusion elongation, but because it cannot efficiently decatenate
of DLk through the fork, the end result would be the structure dia- linked circles of DNA, it should not remove precate-
grammed at the lower right with both (1) supercoils and (1) precate- nanes. Gyrase also introduces a net (2) DLk. When Tus
nanes.
is present (Figure 2A, lanes 2, 4, 6, and 9), virtually all
the replication forks are arrested at the Ter sites and
a population of replication intermediates results. TheWe were skeptical of the butterfly intermediates be-
cause we could not imagine what would prevent the intermediates have the same molecular weight butsepa-
rate into topoisomers according to their DLk. The sharpreplication forks in a deproteinized intermediate from
rotating and thus allowing the (1) DLk to diffuse through- definition of the topoisomer ladders demonstrates the
homogeneity of the products; if the molecular weightsout the molecule. Furthermore, our earlier studies of the
kinetics of strand unlinking in plasmid replication in vitro of the products varied they would migrate as a smear.
In the absence of Tus (Figure 2A, lanes 1, 3, 5, and 8),showed that a decatenation activity is required for pro-
cessing the late replication intermediate (Hiasa and Mar- replication proceeds to completion and the two daugh-
ter plasmids are multiply linked as catenanes. Becauseians, 1996). To analyze the structure of plasmid replica-
tion intermediates, we used replication systems with no DNA ligase was present, these catenanes are nicked
and separate according to the number of links betweenstrictly defined origin and termination sites so that the
molecules we studied were homogeneous with respect the rings.
The electrophoretic mobility of topoisomers is a func-to primary structure. Many of our experiments used a
well-characterized in vitro replication system consisting tion of the number of DNA crossings, or nodes. Because
a precatenane node occurs in replicated DNA, it con-only of purified proteins and DNA (Hiasa and Marians,
1994a). Synthesis starts at the chromosomal origin of tains only one crossing of parental strands, whereas a
Supercoiled Replication Intermediates
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Figure 3. Electrophoretic Mobility of Replication Intermediates and
Catenanes
The mobilities of pRep83 replication intermediates (RI, squares) and
catenanes (CATS, circles) as a function of DLk were compared with
that of the supercoiled topoisomers of a circular dimer of the plasmid
(DIMER, 1). Each point corresponds to a topoisomer band on a gel
similar to that shown in Figure 2A.
supercoil node contains two crossings of parental
strands (see Figure 1). The Lk of replicating DNA is
dictated solely by the crossings of the parental strands;
the newly synthesized daughter strands are incomplete
and therefore topologically irrelevant. Lk equals one-
half the net number of parental strand crossings. There-
fore, the spacing between precatenane topoisomers
(two nodes per Lk) should be about twice that of su-
percoil topoisomers (one node per Lk). Catenane links
are between the axes of the constituent rings (the
strands are interrupted), and thus each catenane link
requires two nodes. Therefore, precatenanes and cate-
nanes of similar size should have similar electrophoretic
mobility.
pRep83 allows the greatest extent of replication and
therefore the closest matching of the size of intermedi-
ates and catenanes (Figure 2A, lanes 1 and 2). We plot-
ted the mobilities of pRep83 intermediates and cate-
nanes in Figure 3 as a function of DLk. An important
reference is provided by the mobility of topoisomers of
supercoiled pRep83 circular dimer, which has the same
molecular weight as pRep83 catenanes and a similar
one to pRep83 replication intermediates. The slopes of
the curves are a measure of the mobility change per
Figure 2. Analysis of Replication Intermediates by Agarose Gel unit change in Lk. The slopes for the pRep83 replication
Electrophoresis intermediates and catenanes are indistinguishable and
The four plasmids replicated in vitro are diagrammed at the top of about twice that of the supercoiled DNA control. This
(A). Thin lines denote DNA that is replicated in the presence of
is precisely as expected if the pRep83 intermediates areTus. Thick lines represent the unreplicated DNA. Plasmids were
primarily in a precatenated conformation.replicated in the presence and absence of Tus as shown, and the
The intermediates of the other plasmids also have theproducts were analyzed on 1% agarose TAE gels.
(A) Southern blot of gels run without chloroquine. Lane 7 (M) is a expected electrophoretic mobilities. As less of a plasmid
marker that contains hemi-nicked catenanes (HN) made up of a 3 was replicated before the Ter sites were encountered,
kb supercoiled DNA, singly linked to a 4 kb nicked DNA, and a the spacing between topoisomers decreased because
smaller amount of the doubly nicked catenane (DN).
less of the DLk was in the form of precatenane nodes(B) Gels run in the presence of 6 mg/ml chloroquine. Gels were run for
in the replicated region (Figure 2A, lanes 4, 6, and 9). Indifferent lengths of time due to the difference in molecular weights of
summary, when the replicated region is relatively small,the intermediates: pRep83: 45 V, 65 hr; pRep73: 45 V, 36 hr; pRep54:
45 V, 36 hr; pRep36: 55 V, 48 hr. Abbreviations: NC, nicked circular the intermediates run more like supercoiled DNA, and
DNA; SC, supercoiled template DNA; CATS, ladder of nicked cate- when it is large, they run more like catenanes.
nanes; LRI, late replication intermediate; NRI, nicked replication An alternative explanation of our data is that a large
intermediate; RI, supercoiled replication intermediate.
replicated region somehow increases the spacing of
topoisomers of butterfly replication intermediates with
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DNA, the superhelical density (su) for all four intermedi-Table 1. Superhelical Density of Replication Intermediates
ates would be 20.07 to 20.08 (Table 1), much higherMeasured by Gel Electrophoresis
than the measured value of 20.048 for unreplicated
Total Length of
plasmid DNA in the same reaction mixtures. Moreover,Plasmid Intermediate (N) DLk st su
under these gel electrophoresis conditions, supercoiled
pRep83 (6031 bp) 11,055 bp 1±16 (8) 20.008 20.08 plasmid topoisomers fail to resolve when the superheli-
pRep73 (4186 bp) 7,223 bp 4±11 (8) 20.01 20.07 cal density reaches 20.03 to 20.04. Yet, the topoiso-
pRep54 (5630 bp) 8,667 bp 16±25 (20) 20.02 20.08
mers of pRep83, pRep73, and pRep54 replication in-pRep36 (8590 bp) 11,627 bp 25±40a (40) 20.04 20.08
termediates are well resolved (Figure 2A). Again, thepRep48 (5859 bp) 8,689 bp 15±20 (17) 20.02 20.06
conclusion is that the DLk is not confined to the unrepli-
The range and average (in parentheses) DLk of the replication inter-
cated regions but is present throughout the molecule.mediates were estimated by counting bands starting with the band
The failure of the pRep36 intermediates to resolve isthat migrates most slowly (DLk 5 0). Note that the average DLk
expected. Because only 36% of the molecule is repli-increases as the extent of replication decreases in each substrate.
This difference may result from the different lengths of unreplicated cated, most of the DLk takes the form of supercoils in
DNA available for DNA gyrase to catalyze productive strand the unreplicated region, and supercoiled plasmids do
passage. not resolve into separate topoisomers under these con-
st, superhelical density of the entire intermediate 5 (DLk)/(N/10.5); ditions.
su, superhelical density of the unreplicated region if the DLk is in
the unreplicated region only 5 (DLk)/(Nu/10.5), where Nu is the length
of the unreplicated region. Direct Observation of Precatenated Replicationa DLk difficult to estimate accurately.
Intermediates by Electron Microscopy
Electron microscopy (EM) of deproteinized DNA spread
onto polylysine-coated grids was used to visualize di-only supercoiling in the unreplicated DNA. To test this,
rectly the conformation of supercoiled replication inter-we mimicked butterfly replication intermediates with
mediates. We had the advantage relative to previoushemi-nicked catenanes consisting of a supercoiled DNA
studies of replication intermediates of knowingpreciselylinked to a nicked circular DNA. In these viceroy interme-
the extent of replication as well as the degree of su-diates the supercoiled region is topologically linked to
percoiling. This information allowed us to verify the mol-a relaxed region, whereas in the butterfly intermediates
ecules viewed by EM as true replication intermediates.the link is covalent. The topoisomers of the hemi-nicked
All 300 replication intermediates of pRep54 and pRep36catenanes did not resolve into a discreet ladder (Figure
2A, lane 7), whereas the topoisomers of replication inter- viewed by EM had crossings in both the replicated and
mediates clearly did. Therefore, the resolution of the unreplicated DNA. Representative examples are shown
topoisomers that we see in the intermediates is due to in Figures 4A±4F. Unreplicated supercoiled molecules
precatenanes. found on the same grids as the replication intermediates
We further tested our assignment of a precatenane have the canonical plectonemic interwindings (Figure
conformation by probing with chloroquine, an intercala- 4C). By counting the number of crossings in the pRep54
tor. Because the newly replicated DNA is not topologi- and pRep36 intermediates, we calculated superhelical
cally closed, chloroquine intercalation in that region has densities (s) of 20.019 and 20.022, respectively. Given
no effect on the superhelicity of the intermediate. In the difficulty of discerning nodes in highly supercoiled
contrast, chloroquine binding to the unreplicated region molecules by EM (Boles et al., 1990), these quantities
unwinds the DNA, causing compensatory (1) supercoil- are consistent with the values of 20.024 and 20.036,
ing to be introduced and removing the (2) supercoils in respectively, determined by gel electrophoresis. For
this region. If the regions ahead of and behind the fork pRep54 and pRep36, the mean ratio of crossings be-
equilibrate, then the (2) precatenanes in the replicated tween the replicated and unreplicated regions was
region will be removed by intercalator binding in the 0.74 6 0.3 (SD) after normalizing the data for thedifferent
unreplicated region. We analyzed DNA from the same extents of replication in the two plasmids. This is not
replication reactions shown in Figure 2A on gels con- significantly different from the value of 1 expected on
taining 6 mg/ml chloroquine (Figure 2B). This amount the basis of energetic considerations. Thus, the EM ob-
of chloroquine is sufficient to relax all four replication servations are consistent with the gel electrophoresis
intermediates. Chloroquine decreased the mobility of analysis and show that DLk in replication intermediates
the intermediate topoisomers (lanes 2, 4, 6, and 8) to takes the form of both precatenane intertwinings and
near that of the nicked intermediate, whereas the mobil- plectonemic supercoils.
ity of the nicked catenane ladders (lanes 1, 3, 5, and 7)
was unaffected. Removal of the pRep83 precatenanes
Replication Intermediates Formed In Vivooccurs even though only 9% of the total DNA (the unrep-
We next extended our analyses to show that replicationlicated portion) in the intermediate is affected by chlo-
intermediates made in E. coli cells have the same confor-roquine binding. Therefore, mechanical tension must
mation as those produced in vitro. To analyze in vivodiffuse between the replicated and unreplicated DNA.
replication intermediates as we did for the moleculesA quantitative analysis of DLk for the four replication
replicated in vitro, plasmid replication needed to beintermediates confirms that the DLk isdistributed inboth
stopped at a defined point. Because plasmids con-precatenanes and supercoils. We measured the DLk of
taining Ter sites in the blocking orientation are lost orthe replication intermediates by counting bands on gels
recombined in cells expressing Tus protein, we put Tussuch as those shown in Figure 2, starting with the band
under the control of the arabinose promoter. We propa-that migrates like a nicked intermediate (DLk 5 0) (Table
1). If the observed DLk were entirely in the unreplicated gated the pUC-based plasmid pRep48 (Figure 5, top) in
Supercoiled Replication Intermediates
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Figure 4. Electron Micrographs of Supercoiled Replication Intermediates
(A±C) pRep36 intermediates. DNA from the same replication reactions analyzed by gel electrophoresis in Figure 2 was spread for electron
microscopy using the polylysine technique. (C) also shows an unreplicated substrate molecule.
(D±F) pRep54 intermediates.
(G±I) pRep48 intermediates that were replicated in vivo.
(H) shows a nicked molecule with the classic theta structure. A trace of the DNA is also shown in (A), (D), and (G). The bold line is unreplicated
DNA, and the thin lines are the replicated strands. Scale bar 5 100 nm.
the absence of Tus and then induced Tus before isolat- 1981). In each of these prior EM studies, the DNA was
spread using the Kleinschmidt procedure (Kleinschmidt,ing the replication intermediates.
A comparison of pRep48 DNA by gel electrophoresis 1968), which coats the DNA with cytochrome c to ease
visualization. When we spread our model replicationbefore and after Tus induction is shown in Figure 5.
pRep48 intermediates migrate as a series of topoiso- intermediates using the Kleinschmidt procedure, the
vast majority also adopted the butterfly conformation,mers with an average negative DLk of approximately 20.
The spacing of the topoisomer bands indicated that with supercoils only in the unreplicated region and no
precatenanes. Examples of these molecules are shownpRep48 replication intermediates contain both precate-
nanes and supercoils. Indeed, pRep48 intermediates in Figure 6A. Figure 6B compares the numbers of precat-
enane crossings seen in intermediates prepared by theisolated in vivo have about the same electrophoretic
mobilityas thesimilarly sized pRep54 intermediates pro- Kleinschmidt method (black bars) with those prepared
by the polylysine method (gray bars). The two distribu-duced in vitro. We conclude that the intermediates pro-
duced in E. coli have the same conformation as those tions do not overlap, and the Kleinschmidt method
showed, on average, 10% of the precatenane crossingsreplicated in vitro despite the different originsand condi-
tions of replication. seen by the polylysine method. We estimated the s
of the pRep54 and pRep36 butterfly intermediates byWe examined the structure of the invivo intermediates
by electron microscopy (Figures 4G, 4H, and 4I). Every counting crossings in the DNA and found that the super-
helical densities estimated by the Kleinschmidt methodone of the 50 molecules observed contained both pre-
catenanes and supercoils. The conformations of the are less than one-third the values determined by gel
electrophoresis. Neither the conformation nor the su-molecules replicated in E. coli were indistinguishable
from those made with purified enzymes. perhelical density of the butterfly intermediates is con-
sistent with the electrophoresis and polylysine EM data.
We conclude that these structures are an artifact of theThe Kleinschmidt Procedure Alters the Conformation
of Replication Intermediates Kleinschmidt method for visualizing DNA.
The results thus far presented a conundrum. Previous
EM observations of replication intermediates with four
different replicons had found exclusively butterfly struc- Discussion
tures while our experiments never produced such a mol-
ecule (Sebring et al., 1971; Bourgaux and Bourgaux- Our major contribution is to show that in replication
intermediates the topological and mechanical stressRamoisy, 1972; Fuke and Inselburg, 1972; Bastia et al.,
Cell
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Figure 5. In Vivo Replication Intermediates
When Tus is induced from the expression plasmid pTus, the pRep48
replication substrate replicates from the unidirectional pUC ori (tri-
angle) to the Ter site (cleft flag). Plasmid DNA before and after
induction of Tus was isolated by the triton lysis procedure. DNA
was resolved by electrophoresis through a 1% agarose gel, and the
blot is shown. Abbreviations: RI, supercoiled replication intermedi-
ates; SC, supercoiled template DNA; SD, supercoiled concatameric
dimer.
from unlinking DNA is distributed throughout the mole-
cule. This changes the picture of replication intermedi-
ates and the roles of topoisomerases in replication.
We used both gel electrophoresis and EM to reach Figure 6. Electron Microscopy of Replication Intermediates Using
this conclusion. Gel electrophoresis is a solution method Cytochrome c Spreading
that gives quantitative information about the whole pop- (A) Replication intermediates of pRep54 and pRep36 were prepared
ulation of DNA molecules, whereas EM shows directly for microscopy by the Kleinschmidt method. The top micrograph
contains both an unreplicated supercoiled substrate and a pRep54the structure of particular intermediates. The results we
replication intermediate. The other micrographs show examples ofobtained by these complementary methods were in
pRep54 intermediates (right) and pRep36 intermediates (left). Scalecomplete agreement. These data were obtained with
bar 5 100 nm.
five different plasmids containing two different replica- (B) The observed number of crossings in the replicated region for
tion origins (Figures 2A and 5), and the intermediates pRep54 and pRep36 intermediates after spreading by the Klein-
had the same structure whether isolated from the cell schmidt method (black bars) or the polylysine method (gray bars).
or from an in vitro replication system containing only
purified proteins. electrophoretic spacing for the other replication inter-
The strongest evidence for our conclusions is that mediates becomes smaller as the unreplicated region
the electrophoretic mobility of pRep83 replication in- is proportionally larger but never has the step-of-one
termediates shows that neighboring topoisomers differ pattern of supercoils (Figure 2A). This is expected. The
by two nodes rather than one node (Figure 3). This spac- smaller the replicated region, the less the DLk should
ing can be explained only if most of the DLk in these be expressed as precatenanes, but even for pRep36 the
nearly completely replicated molecules is in precate- contribution of precatenanes should be appreciable.
nane crossings. Each unit change in Lk requires two If the butterfly structure were instead correct, all the
nodes for precatenanes but only one for supercoils. The DLk would have to be packed ahead of the replication
steps-of-two spacing between the replicationintermedi- fork. This would require that pRep83 intermediates have
ate topoisomers is almost exactly the same as the spac- a superhelical density of 20.08 ahead of the fork. Yet
ing of catenanes produced by complete replication of unreplicated control molecules in the same in vitro repli-
cation reactions have a superhelical density of onlythe same plasmid in the absence of Tus (Figure 3). The
Supercoiled Replication Intermediates
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20.048. Therefore, it is highly unlikely that the DLk in replication despite the production of (1) DLk by fork
movement. However, (1) supercoiled replication inter-the intermediates is solely in the unreplicated region.
mediates are enantiomers of (2) supercoiled intermedi-An analysis of the variance in the distribution of to-
ates and should show the same DLk diffusion.poisomers gives the same conclusion (data not shown).
The second caveat is that we analyzed moleculesWe simulated a change in DLk by adding chloroquine
whose replication had stopped at the Ter sites and wereto the partially replicated molecules. Chloroquine can
then incubated in a mixture of enzymes, whether in aonly change twist ahead of the replication fork, yet it
cell or a test tube. We never looked at true transientrelaxed all of the intermediates (Figure 2C), even those
intermediates but rather modeled the stages of replica-in which DLk was predominantly in precatenanes. This
tion by analyzing molecules with replication up to Teris further evidence for diffusion of DLk across the repli-
sites at various positions between origin and terminus.cation fork.
We anticipate, however, that the terminated moleculesThe EM using the polylysine spreading method also
should have a similar structure to that of the transientprovided impressive support for intermediates con-
intermediates. Moreover, these data complement ourtaining both precatenanes and supercoils. We viewed
previous results with true kinetic intermediates that sug-350 plasmids, and every one of them had this structure.
gested that precatenane unlinking can support replica-For 10% of the molecules, we could count each precate-
tion elongation (Hiasa and Marians, 1996).nane and supercoiling crossing. The distribution ob-
The final caveat is that our experiments with purifiedtained was about that expected from energetic consid-
DNA do not address directly whether the diffusion oferations. The number of precatenane and supercoil
superhelical stress into replicated DNA occurs in vivo,nodes measuredby EM with polylysine also agreed rela-
but several considerations support this conclusion.tively well with the superhelical density determined by
First, there is not enough space in front of the fork forelectrophoresis.
topoisomerases to act as the fork nears a terminus. TheOur results showing equilibration of supercoiling
fork movement will continuously increase (1) superheli-across the replication fork are nicely consonant with our
cal density as the length of unreplicated DNA decreases.previous studies demonstrating that although E. coli
Therefore, the topoisomerases should sometimes acttopoisomerase III cannot relax (1) supercoiled DNA, it
behind the fork, removingprecatenanes tosupport repli-can support complete replication and decatenation of
cation elongation.
plasmid DNA in vitro (Hiasa and Marians, 1994c). Al-
Second, inhibition of type 2 topoisomerases causes
though topo III, as a type 1 topoisomerase, requires a
accumulation of plasmid DNA as multiply linked cate-
single-stranded region of DNA, the interruptions be-
nanes (Sundin and Varshavsky, 1981). Catenane nodes
tween Okazaki fragments would provide a suitable sub-
can only come from two sources, precatenation or dena-
strate behind the replication fork. Since topo III cannot
turation of the double helix ahead of the replication ma-
remove (1) DLk in front of the replication fork where the chinery at the terminus (Ullsperger et al., 1995). Replica-
DNA is intact, it must be removing precatenanes behind tion catenanes with at least 40 links have been identified
the fork. after inhibition of type 2 topoisomerases (Sundin and
It seems clear that the exclusive use of the Klein- Varshavsky, 1981; Khodursky et al., 1995; Khodursky,
schmidt method caused others to miss precatenanes. 1997). Thus, either 40 precatenane links were generated
We do not know what causes the apparent sequestra- behind the replication forks or (40 3 10.5) 5 420 bp of
tion of DLk in the unreplicated region of the intermedi- DNA was denatured and sequestered in front of the
ates when viewed by this procedure, but several points replication machinery. There is no evidence for such
are worth making. The deposition of DNA onto the EM extensive denaturation of the DNA in front of the replica-
grid may separate the unreplicated and replicated DNAs tion machinery; biochemical data indicate that the lead-
into distinct topological domains, so that the crossings ing-strand polymerase and the replication fork helicase
are selectively lost in the replicated region. The Klein- are physically connected by protein±protein interactions
schmidt method involves adsorbtion of DNA to a protein (Yuzhakov et al., 1996; Kim et al., 1996). Moreover, we
monolayer at an air±water interface. It is possible that find it highly unlikely that DNA can be separated into
surface tension or other forces at this interface distort continuous single strands and yet be interwound with
the structure of DNA. Additional evidence for the pertur- one link per 10.5 bp. Thus, we conclude that the majority
bation of DNA conformation by theKleinschmidt method of catenane nodes come from precatenanes.
is the much lower number of supercoils observed by Third, topo II in eukaryotes and topo IV in prokaryotes
this method than measured by electrophoresis (Figure can suffice for all the unlinking of DNA (Uemura and
6 and data not shown). Yanagida, 1984; Kim and Wang, 1989; Ishimi et al., 1992;
There are caveats to the extension of our conclusions Khodursky, 1997). This unlinking can only be done by
to kinetic intermediates of replication inside the cell. The relaxation of a (1) supercoil or a (1) precatenane. Be-
first is that our in vivo and in vitro replication intermedi- cause decatenation is the favored activity over (2) su-
ates have a (2) DLk, as was the case in previous studies percoil relaxation for type 2 topoisomerases (Hiasa
(Sebring et al., 1974). This is expected since they were and Marians, 1996; Roca and Wang, 1996; Ullsperger
produced in the presence of DNA gyrase. Since gyrase and Cozzarelli, 1996), it seems unlikely that these en-
can supercoil only the parentalDNA ahead of the replica- zymes could promote near-normal rates of elongation
tion fork, the (2) DLk must have diffused past the fork by relaxing (1) supercoils alone. Rather, they likely also
into the daughter duplexes to create precatenanes. We remove (1) precatenanes behind the fork. This configu-
do not know whether the activity of DNA gyrase in vivo ration would be analogous to the situation during tran-
scription, where different topoisomerases act in front ofis so potent that DNA remains (2) supercoiled during
Cell
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Before electron microscopy, the intermediates were centrifuged inand behind the moving RNA polymerase (Liu and Wang,
a CsCl/ethidium bromide density gradient, and the region between1987).
the supercoiled and nicked bands was drawn. The DNA was thenOur data show that if the (1) DLk does not equilibrate
electrophoresed through 1% agarose, and thereplication intermedi-
in vivo, there must be an active mechanism for seques- ates between the supercoiled and nicked bands were isolated ac-
tering DLk in unreplicated DNA. Merely having proteins cording to the UltraClean protocol (Mo Bio Laboratories).
bound to the DNA would not a priori keep the fork from
Gel Electrophoretic Analysisspinning and distributing the supercoiling.
The DNA products were resolved by electrophoresis through 23 cmWe envision the following scenario for unlinking DNA
long 0.9% agarose gels at 45±55 V for 36±65 hr. The running buffer,during replication.The barriers that maintain topological
Tris-Acetate EDTA (Sambrooket al., 1989), was recirculatedcontinu-
domains in the bacterial chromosome block diffusion of ally. After electrophoresis, gels were Southern blotted, probed, and
DLk. The adverse effects of (1) supercoiling and (1) exposed to autoradiographic film. Superhelical density of the repli-
cation intermediates was calculated by counting bands on the auto-precatenanes are thereby confined to the fork region.
radiogram.Precatenanes of either sign wind the daughter DNAs
around each other and thereby inhibit the segregation
Hemi-Nicked Catenanesof DNA into daughter cells while (1) supercoils counter
Singly linked catenanes were generated by treating pRKS6 with gd
the unwinding of double helix needed for many pro- resolvase and nicked site-specifically using phage fd gp2 enzyme
cesses. Topological domain barriers, which are sequen- (Benjamin et al., 1996). The hemi-nicked catenanes were then gel
purified and used as markers for gel electrophoresis.tially released ahead of the fork and established behind
it, would allow the DNA outside the replicating region
Electron Microscopyto adopt favorable structures for transcription and parti-
Two methods were used. The standard procedure was the poly-L-tioning and would concentrate the reduction of Lk to the
lysine technique. Grids were coated with either formvar (Williams,
replicating domains, the only place where it is needed. 1977) or carbon (Di Capua et al., 1982), subjected to glow discharge
for 20±25 s, and exposed to 8 ml of 1 mg/ml poly-L-lysine for 1 min.
The polylysine solution was removed by aspiration, and 5 ml of DNAExperimental Procedures
at 5±10 mg/ml was placed on the grid. After 1 min, the grid was
immersed in 100 mM ammonium acetate for 20 s, then touchedPlasmid DNAs
sequentially to two 20 ml drops of 5% uranyl acetate. After 20 s, thePlasmids containing oriC fragments and Ter sites in the replication
grid was immersed in 10 mM ammonium acetate for 5 s. Followingfork±blocking orientation were used as templates for DNA replica-
aspiration and drying, the grids wererotary shadowed with tungsten.tion. Four plasmids were used in the in vitro replication work (Figure
The second method was the Kleinschmidt diffusion technique2A, top). Plasmid pRep83 (for 83% replication before termination)
(Kleinschmidt, 1968; Lang and Mitani, 1970). Two microliters of 5was originally named pBROTB (Hiasa and Marians, 1994b). Three
mg/ml DNA was added to 25 ml drops of 1 to 20 mg/ml cytochromeother plasmids, pRep73, pRep54, and pRep36, were derived from
c in 0.25 M ammonium acetate and placed on parafilm. After 30 orpUC19 by insertion of Ter-flanked sequences of different lengths
60 s, a parlodion coated grid was touched to the surface of theinto the origin-containing SspI-SphI fragment of pUC19. OriC was
drop. Each grid was stained for 30 s in 75% ethanol containingcloned into these plasmids by replacing the BsaI-AlwNI fragment
0.05% uranyl acetate and dehydrated for 60 s in 75% ethanol. Thewith the oriC-containing BsaI-AlwNI fragment from plasmid pOC19.
grids were then air dried and rotary shadowed with tungsten forpOC19 was created by insertion of a 519 bp XbaI-flanked oriC se-
1 min.quence into pUC19x, a derivative of pUC19 with a PCR-engineered
XbaI restriction site at bp 1478.
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